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DIGISTROBO is a unique new digital
instrument for extremely accurate
measurement of turntable speed.
Microprocessor-based with a precise
Quartz crystal.

Different from any other strobe,
HIFI4MUSIC’s DIGISTROBO not only
measures the actual speed of the
platter at any moment, even while the
record is playing (!), but you will also
be able to evaluate not only the
precision of your speed settings, but
also speed fluctuations of your
turntable’s motor (wow and flutter).

USA Retail Price: $159.95



Hifi-Tuning is also the #1
choice for high end gold-
plated Schukos. Two gold-
plated sizes and 3 quality
levels in addition to
standard brass, nickel, and
rhodium -plated options.

USA Retail Price:  $2299

Best in the World "Ultimate IEC" connectors
feature Phosphor Bronze 95% copper

contacts accepting up to 7 gauge conductors!
Available First Quarter 2008.

Dimensions: 11” x 16” x 2” (28 x 41x 5 cm)
Shipping Weight: 12 lbs. Per pair (~5.5kg)

Retail Price: $179.95 per pair
Made in USA

Noise Destroyer

The most effective
device ever devised
for elimination of AC

line noise- RFI and EMI.

USA  Retail: $249.95, or
$449.95/pair.

HiFi-Tuning's Silver-Gold upgrade fuses have
become the "Gold Standard" for high end fuses.
Now a Stereophile "Recommended Component."

Cathedral Sound

The Audio Desk Systeme  CD Edge Cutter
was named 2006 Product of the Year by

Hifi+ magazine in the UK.
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Audio Desk SystemeHiFi Tuning

USA Retail Prices:
5 x 20mm (.75") size, $29.95

6.3 x 32mm (1.25") size, $39.95
Audio Desk Systeme is a motorized cutting device
manufactured in Germany.  It is designed to “true” the
shape of the CD to reduce mechanical jitter, and also trims
the edge of the CD to a 38° angle to reduce laser scatter.
This edge is then further treated with a black marker. The
process takes about 60 seconds and results in pronounced
improvements in focus, transient attack, detail and
transparency.

A small, décor- friendly means for reducing
room acoustic problems, especially those
associated with bass standing waves. This
Patent Pending application of the well-known
Venturi effect to room acoustics, results in
the only small acoustic panel effective on
deep bass response below 100 Hz, where room
nodes are principally excited. But this also
affects all the harmonics of these low
frequencies, so not only is bass more tuneful
with greater impact, but the midrange (and
dialog) is more articulate, and sound stage
size and layering is significantly improved.

-hand made and tested in Germany
-gold over silver end caps
-pure silver wiring
-ceramic casing for better resonances characteristics.
-cryogenically treated

Most values up to 20A in fast and slow blow types
available. Also 13A UK plug type, and some larger 38mm

values for special applications.

CD Cleaning machine:

USA Retail Prices:
CD cutter:  $799.95

(with long life hardened alloy blade)


